






Evanton is an energy based small town because the major of the population works in local or nearby oil industry. Further more, because many of them drives to work everyday, they 
have huge cost and demand in fuel 
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WIND MOVEMENT
0-12m/s From northeast to southwest

Strong wind around coastal area and hilly area
Light wind in plain area
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(animation 1 from 32s)

WATER MOVEMENT
Flooding at the upstream due to lack of ground cover in artificial woodland
Flooding at the estuary may reduce crop yields near the coast

TIDAL MOVEMENT
The salinity difference between fresh and salt water may erode 
 the estuary
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The plan can be separated into 2 parts: the pier and the 2 rivers
While the travel experience of the pier gives people  more artificial feeling 
including energy generation and the museum, the river has a more nature 

landscape and aims at recovering human activities on energy extraction.
From west to east, the view of the park is from close to open by using different 

plants and artificial structures.
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PLANT LIST2



An energy landscape zone that starts from Evanton and  radiates to the surrounding woodland, farm and coast is created in Cromarty Firth.
It can not only meet the needs of tourists coming from afar, but also meet the needs of local residents for relaxation.
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